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e Growth of Cities
Edited by Zoltán J. Ács, Professor, London School of Economics and Political Science and
University Professor, School of Policy, Government and International A airs, George Mason
University, US
To understand why some regions grow and others stagnate, we need to understand the
interactions between economic growth, economic geography and the economics of innovation.
Each of these individual approaches has strengths and weaknesses, but when integrated it is
possible, as evidenced by this volume, to develop an appropriate model of technology-led
regional economic development.
‘Contemporary cities are of at least two kinds: those that are vibrant and growing and those
that are lagging. While this is nothing new the reasons are, at least in part, di erent than in past
generations. is book is a collection of "modern classics" about the forces of growth in the late
20th and early 21st century in general and more speci cally in agglomerated concentrations
including cities. Human capital, agglomeration, knowledge spread or spillovers, industrial
clusters, concentration of creative people, and global competition driven by a huge expansion of
low cost labor and explosive innovation all play a role. e book provides most of the best
material that has been published on these topics and their role in city growth and decline. It is a
collection all students of the city and growth should have in their personal library.’
– Roger Stough, George Mason University, US
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